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Abstract
With the advancement of technology and the limitations of the conventional healthcare system, an improvised
framework for healthcare system is needed. This paper presents another cloud based skeleton which relates key segments of any
healthcare framework which are patient, doctor, symptom and disease. The paper fundamentally concentrates on how these
parts are inter-related and how we can infer suitable data from them. As an implementation, it shows the basic healthcare
analyser interface which takes data as input and mines the data by using some of the data mining techniques like clustering. It is
convenient for government associations which point at investigating restorative issues and to enhance health conditions of India.
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1. Introduction
The cloud is a large set of interconnected computers which provide services anytime. We have to pay only for the
services that we are using. The softwares do not run from a personal computer, rather they are stored on the server
and are accessed through the internet. The healthcare industry undergoes tremendous pressure to deliver quality
service to patients and doctors across the globe. This is where the Information Technology comes as a rescue to the
continuous and voluminous demands for the healthcare sector. A healthcare cloud is designed as an interconnection of
extensive number of computers and servers specifically dedicated to meet the needs of the healthcare industry. The
healthcare service is delivered via an internet connection to the user who can be a either a doctor or a patient. The
cloud service enables registered users to access the hardware and software managed by the third parties at remote
locations. It has brought substantial transformation in the way the information is stored and accessed. The service
availability is guaranteed along with unlimited scalability, cost reduction (pay per use) and much better performance than
the traditional computing techniques. Our paper is divided into following sections:
1) The key components of the system with a brief overview of cloud computing and its models are discussed.
2) Analysis of the existing systems is done and their drawbacks that limit their usages are discussed.
3) Our proposed model that has evolved by combining a number of technologies like Big Data, cloud are discussed
thus, bringing together the advantages which are enjoyed in each of these technologies. The proposed model is
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compared with the existing system and enumerates way in which our model overcomes the limitations faced by the
present system. We have shown our model as an end to end flow where healthcare customers – patients, doctors and
government have been considered as the end users. Each of these end users are empowered with different sets of
functionalities in our system.
4) The detailed implementation of our system is described and the limitations that our system fails to address are
discussed.
5) Finally, the conclusions are drawn and the future works that can further enhance our proposed system is discussed.
2. Existing works
Chenguang He and Xiaomao Fan introduced a cloud based platform for Healthcare Services but there are no
relationships between symptoms and diseases; diseases and their appropriate specialists/doctors. So by using this platform
and adding other functionalities we have tried to propose a new architecture. [5] Ahn, Y.W., Cheng, A.M.K., Baek, J., Jo,
M. and Chen, H.-H have invented a scaling mechanism for virtual resources to support mobile, pervasive, realtime healthcare applications based on the cloud but their focus is upon the virtualization on cloud. The questions that they
seem to be focusing are- ‘How can we add more virtual resources?’ and ‘How can we backup or migrate data?’ .Thesel
problems are solved in our cloud based proposed model [6]. ‘Hybrid Clinical Decision Support System for rural
Bangladesh’ is also a good support system for healthcare. The authors have proposed an automated diagnostic system which
could be used in the rural areas where there is a scarcity of doctors [7].
‘A Hybrid Mobile-based Patient Location Tracking System for Personal Healthcare Applications’ system uses cellular
network infrastructure using GPS system for tracking the location of patients. So we have used the idea of GPS in our
proposed model to locate patient and find out nearest specialist doctors in surrounding area [12]. NFC based patient
appointment system is also useful in our model as our model is flexible and generic so we can add more features also [13].
2.1. Limitations:
There is no efficient correlation from symptoms to diseases and diseases to the specialist doctor in previous systems. Our
proposed system predict appropriate diseases based on the symptoms and then display the list of specialist doctors in nearby
areas. Currently all kind of data related to patients, doctors, symptoms and diseases are available, it can used to perform
different analysis, to improve the Indian healthcare system. Our model is generic which we can expand easily by adding
new functionalities and we can also make it efficient.
3. Proposed model
3.1. Overview:
An improvised healthcare model is designed over previous healthcare models. We have combined all the main
components of the healthcare system together that are patients, doctors, symptoms and diseases. Fig 1 explains the complete
working of our proposed model. It enables patients to get required health services through a mobile application with some
clicks on the app’s tabs. User/patient can login into the mobile application and enters the symptoms and his location. The
symptoms are all the health issues that are being suffered by the user for which he expects a treatment.
Based on the symptoms entered by the user, it displays the nearest specialized doctors and hospitals with respect to the
user’s location. The system relates entered symptoms to diseases by analyzing historical data maintained by the system.
The system analyzes by finding the closest match (disease) corresponding to the symptoms. Then it maps this matched
disease to specialized doctors by acquiring details from the database. This mapping is displayed as a set of specialized
doctors and their details at the user’s end. User/patient can select a specialized doctor or a hospital and book an appointment.
To book the appointment, the user must register into the mobile app. On the other hand, doctors can either accept or reject
the appointment and an acknowledgement is displayed in the user account accordingly.
The patient visits the doctor with whom the appointment has been fixed and the doctor treats him. As per the treatment,
the doctor enters the actual disease being suffered by the patient into the system through his account. The entry made by
the doctor updates the overall database of our system that further may strengthen the validity of our database and enriches
it. With more number of entries, the analysis of this database also gets enhanced and the user. Both the patient and the
doctor have their own individual set of database. Using the ‘Health History’, the patient can access his own data while the
doctor manages and maintains his own patient records that he can use for his own purpose.
The system updates its historical database on a daily basis.
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Fig.1. Architecture of the Proposed Model

3.2. Implementation:
The paper demonstrates the simple web analyzer interface which displays different data mining techniques’ result. This
interface is for demonstration purpose as to how we can integrate data mining techniques into the cloud based healthcare
application and infer useful results. Here, we have used only clustering techniques for simplicity and for analysis purpose.
For development side, we have used JAVA language and Weka API for integration of data mining techniques into eclipse
IDE. Our web interface provides functionality to see different scenarios. When we click on a particular scenario it fetches
data from the related database table by converting it into the CSV format. By using this CSV data file and Weka API, we
use appropriate data mining techniques, i.e., clustering, to display result. These results can help different organizations and
government to improve the healthcare system.
Healthcare System can use any deployment model based on service provider requirements. However, we have opted
to deploy the cloud using open stack, such as, IaaS and Cloud foundry like PaaS. After configuring this, we can build SaaS
healthcare application upon it. The reason being that after it works as a SaaS based application, we can use all advantages
of the cloud. Healthcare cloud contains different components like servers, data storage, network, hardware, virtual desktop,
applications and software platform. Each has its unique importance in cloud architecture.
To sum up everything, the following design specifications were proposed:
Cloud Computing:
Cloud Computing is not a technology. It’s a model that empowers handy, on-interest system access to a pervasive
pool of configurable processing assets that might be quickly provisioned and surrendered with insignificant administration
exertion or convenience supplier communication. Here, the assets are networks, storage, applications, services and servers.
[1]
Cloud Deployment model:
Hybrid Cloud: The cloud can be accessed both within organizations (hospitals/government authorities) as well as
among public (users/patients who register to our system). For the doctors, hospitals and authorities; the health records
maintained at their side can be analysed and studied thoroughly to understand the nature of their patients and the disease.
For the patients, they can simply have access over their health history.
Thus, we need to deploy an hybrid cloud which is a consolidation of two or more clouds that remain distinct elements and
yet are bound together by a portion of the technology that facilitate portability of application with related data like cloud
blasting.[4]
Cloud Service models
x Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provides physical environment on which the user can build their own platforms and
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deploy applications upon it.
x
x
x

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) provides a platform where consumers can create and deploy applications. It’s a
middleware between IaaS and SaaS.
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) accommodate complete application to a cloud customer. It can be access through web
portals or through web services. It helps a consumer utilize outsourced applications to support the various operations
of their businesses where their corporate data may or may not be stored in a cloud.
Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) where corporate data can be overseen by a cloud computing environment.[4]

Data mining
Data mining means deriving knowledge from the data. There are different techniques which are useful to mine the
data.

Fig. 2. Data mining Techniques

3.3 Analysis:
Once the system is enriched with data, it can perform different analysis by using data mining techniques. A sample data
set’s result is displayed using Weka API (Refer Fig 3 and 4). System uses “K-mean clustering techniques” for it and detail
description of it is not in the scope of this paper. We can extend other techniques by integrating different algorithms in the
web interface [8][14].In this dataset, age, sex, region, married, cancer, diabetes and blood pressure are the main factors of
the datasets. We need to make all possible combinations for it and produce useful statistics.
From this result, we can say that cluster 4 has more instances of a married female aged around 44 , residing in the region‘Inner City’, to may possibly have more chances of suffering from cancer and blood pressure.
We can perform different analysis and produce as many statistics which can help to analyze the healthcare condition.
We can use various big data analyzing like machine learning, pattern recognition, Association rule learning etc. for
analyzing huge amount of data. If we have data of different state, corresponding districts, different diseases, doctors and
patients then we can say that in that particular region or district, the patients having a particular disease are more and that
we need more medical treatment there. Some regions often have fewer doctors and more diseases so in such places, we
require more medical services. Likewise, we can analyze and display useful results which is based on region-wise (state
wise or district wise) studies[9].
3.4 Advantages:
If a user is new to his location with no idea about the whereabouts of the nearby hospitals and specialized doctors, this
application can prove to be a boon for them. Since, this model is based on cloud, therefore, it is more scalable and cost
effective in comparison to conventional systems. This is an end to end system which can be helpful to doctors, patients and
healthcare providers. It correlates appropriate symptoms to diseases and diseases to specialized doctors.
System administrator or provider can manage patient and doctors. They can access all the sharable data and apply data
mining techniques and infer useful results which will help government and other NGOs to improve health conditions. It
can be of a great help during the time of natural calamities. Our proposed system is covering every aspect of healthcare
industry which no other existing system currently providing.
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Fig. 3. weka healthcare data set attributes

Fig. 4. weka result no of clusters and instances

3.5 Challenges:
There are additionally noteworthy dangers that every health care association must face when transitioning to cloud-based
facilitating. Turning over information, security, accessibility and control to an outsider implies that an organization has
no true influence over where its information really exists. Confide in our cloud merchant tackles an entire diverse
significance. Security and protection, center issues in the human services business, must be infallible. [3]
Other basic issues might be information accessibility, failure limits, catastrophe reinforcement and fast reaction times.
Most merchants can have much a greater number of abilities than a singular client. Unapproved revelation of data brings
about extreme outcomes to the association and critical expenses in recouping and restoring information and additionally
advising influenced people.
At the point, recognizing a supplier's solidness, immovability of estimating structure and accessibility or uptime
insurances are discriminating. Users must have sufficient data transfer capacity to oblige his needs. Nothing is more
regrettable than being reliant on software that is so moderate it becomes unusable. So other issues are related to contracts
which provides all the requirements of the customers. These are some of the challenges while dealing with a cloud based
system [2][10].
4. Conclusion
The exhibited Health Cloud is a vigorous answer to Patients, specialists and a few health awareness suppliers. Patients
can undoubtedly get on click service anywhere and anytime. Medicos and doctors both can manage patient history, making
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it as a source to understand diseases, their causes and remedies that can help in enhancing the quality of treatment and
medicines. Medicinal service suppliers do not need to stress over different concerns like operational cost of the system,
data imparting and handling of large medical data. One of the essential viewpoints here is the means by which we can infer
handy data from old therapeutic information to enhance health condition. The Cloud has lots of preferences and yet these
focal points picked up can't be concealed by issues of trust, protection, and security.
5. Future Work
This paper only demonstrates the clustering techniques to infer utilizable information from the healthcare data. We can
integrate some more techniques like association and classification to infer incipient patterns form the historical data which
will be a subsidiary to patients, medicos, regime and different NGOs to amend the health condition.
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